CLN RADIO NEW EPISODE: 2016 –
A Forecast by the Numbers
(Will it be spot on?)
Alexis speaks with renowned numerologist
Sharon Millstein about what 2016 has in
store.
DON’T MISS THIS!
In numerology, every number has a special significance and an
energetic influence that is tightly embedded within the matrix
we call 3D reality.
As we prepare to leave 2015 – an eight year and move swiftly
into what celebrated numerologist Sharon Millstein calls a
number of power, the 9 year, there’s much she cautions us to
be aware of.
What will this 9 year of 2016 signify in terms of which
direction this planet will be heading? Let’s check in with
Sharon – for this – our annual New Year forecast by the
numbers. 2016.
If you want to review what Sharon had to say about 2015 and
how it all played out – Listen here!
To listen to the full audio interview plus get show notes and
other extras click here.

More about our guest:

Sharon Millstein is a psychic counselor,
public speaker, numerologist, clairvoyant and
healer who lives in Taos, New Mexico. She has
appeared on numerous radio shows locally as
well as globally.

Her radio show “The Sharon Millstein Numerology Show” aired in
Taos in 1985. She has been published in many newspapers
including the British Newspaper “The Metro.”
Sharon has been doing readings and healings for over 43 years.
She uses her insight and gifts to help people move through
trauma, as well as help them to unblock walls of fixed
behavior. She believes that her gift of seeing and her ability
to being empathic has helped her to facilitate others, which
has resulted in them being catapulted to move!
She says, “This is ‘Classroom Earth’ and we have many lessons
and homework to do here while on this planet.”
As a child, she had the power to see, which helped her
navigate through many years of childhood challenges.
She loves, and uses her passions of colors, crystals,
essential oils and numbers to help her clients. Her other
interests are her animals, nature, and organic food and she
uses her food as another modality to help people heal.
Her postulate: “everything is about vibration.”
To learn more about the work of Sharon Millstein:
sharonmillstein.com
info@sharonmillstein.com

Subscribe to CLN Radio’s Higher Journeys

Radio on iTunes.
*Note – Listed as “Conscious Inquiry Radio”

